Liquid-cell scanning transmission electron microscopy and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy of DNA-directed gold nanoparticle assemblies.
In the use of solution-based 3D nanoarchitectures for optics, drug delivery, and cancer treatment, the precise nanoparticle architecture morphologies, architecture sizes, interparticle distances, and the assembly stability are all critical to their functionality. 3D nanoparticle architectures in solution are difficult to characterize, as few techniques can provide individualized information on interparticle spacing (defined by linkage molecule), nanoparticle assembly size, morphology, and identification of false aggregation. Bulk characterization techniques, including small angle x-ray scattering, can provide architecture sizes, though they are unable to precisely measure differences within interparticle spacings for individual architectures and can falsely measure assemblies caused by non-linkage grouped nanoparticles. Two solution-based characterization techniques were used to determine which assembly type and linkage length would produce the fastest assembly rate for large DNA-directed gold nanoparticle assemblies. In-situ liquid-cell scanning transmission electron microscopy (LC-STEM), measured interparticle spacings between DNA-functionalized nanoparticles, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy provided the bulk volume fraction of large and small assemblies for nanoparticle architectures that were assembled using two different types: (1) the hybrid assemblies join two complementary single-stranded DNA linkages, and (2) the bridged assemblies are comprised of single-stranded DNA (bridging component) that is double the length of two different complementary single-stranded DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticles. Assembly times were tested at 24-hrs intervals over 3 days. Statistics derived from the in-situ LC-STEM images provided data for interparticle distance measurements, which identified the fraction of nanoparticles within the images acquired that were at the expected double-stranded DNA-binding distance of the linkages (varied in three distances for each of the two different architectures). In general, longer linkage lengths assembled in the shortest amount of time. The bridged assemblies formed fewer large architectures at 24-hrs but ultimately assembled a greater fraction of nanoparticles, which was due to the longer functionalized DNA lengths for individual nanoparticles. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy provided a bulk average of the gold nanoparticle assembly sizes over time, which supported the conclusions drawn from the in-situ LC-STEM data. The microscopy provided sub-2 nm precision in the interparticle distances between gold nanoparticles in a solution environment. This coupled microscopy and spectroscopy characterization approach can provide more detailed information than bulk characterization methods.